
Annexure 1
Definitions

"Spot transaction" The purchase of one currency against the sale of
another for settlement in two business days.

"Forward transaction' The purchase or sale of 11 currency against the
purchase or sate of another, but for settlement
greater than two business days. .The exchange
rate will differ from the prevailing spot rate,
reflecting interest rate differentials in two
currencies.

"Swap transaction" A combination of a spot and a forward
transaction and involves a simultaneous
purchase and sale of a currency against another
for a fiiture date. These transactions are
primarily used to fund positions and hedge
against yield curve moves in two different
currenCies.

"Option transactions" It provides the rights not the obligation, to buy
or sell a currency at a fixed rate (strike) on or
before a fixed future date, in exchange for
consideration (premium). It can be compared to
an insurance contract.

"Capital movements (in the context
of the balance of payments)" Transactions in which residents of one

Country purchase/acquire or sell/liquidate
financial assets issued by residents of another
country .

"Domestic demand
(or domestic expenditure)" The total of final consumption expendiuue by

households, final consumption expenditure by
general government, gross fixed capital
formation and changes in inventories.

"Economic growth" A process in which the quantity of goods and
services produced in the economy expands,
usually measured as the percentage increase
over one year of the gross domestic product
("GDP") at constant prices.

"EMBI spread",
or
"JP Morgan Emerging Markets
Bond Index spread" The margin by which the weighted average yield

on US dollar denominated bonds issued by the
governments of a set of emerging markets,
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exceeds the yield on United States government
bonds.

Expenditure on assets which have been
produced and are themselves used repeatedly or
continuously in the processed of production for
more than a year. Machinery, buildings and
roads are examples of such assets. Also loosely
called "capital spending".

"Fixed capital formation"

International investment which reflects the
objective of an investor in one country to obtain
a lasting interest in an enterprise in another
country usually deemed to be present if the
investor obtains an interest of 10% (ten percent)
or more in the said enterprise.

"Foreign direct investment"

Investment in equity and debt securities by and
investor in one country in another country, not
classified as direct investment.

"Foreign portfolio investment"

A market in which foreign currency, and some
money market instruments, are traded for future
delivery, with the price at which the foreign
cllrrency will be traded at that fuulre date being
fixed at inception of the for\vard contract. There
are llsllally no margin requirements to be met in
this market-an over-the-counter market. Most
transaction are closed directly benveen the
buying and selling parties, and it is difficult to

cancel a contract.

"Forward market"

The value of all final goods and services
produced inside the borders of a country in a

specific period, usually one year.

"Gross domestic product"

A process of sustained increases in the general
price level in the economy, measured in practice
by surveying the prices in a wide "basket" of
goods and services such as that, which is used in
the Consumer Price Index ("CPI"). Usually the
year-on-year increase in the price of such basket

is quoted as the inflation rate.

"Inflation"

(In the contexts of South Africa's exchange
controls) Insurers, pension funds and unit trusts."Institutional investors'

Cost or interest rate attached to attracting an

additional million rand of funding (I~abilities).
A bank wolild monitor it closely to maximise its

"Marginal cost of funding"
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profitability. It would market its various
funding instruments to the point where the
marginal cost of funding from each source is
roughly the same, and expand business until the
marginal revenue (typical interest income)
attached to expanding its asset book by an
additional million rand is roughly the same as
the marginal cost of funding.

The stock of assets used as generally accepted
means of payment in the economy. In South
Africa the M3 money; it consists of notes and
coin in the hands of the public and all deposits
of the domestic private sector with the banking

system.

"Money supply"

"NOFP" "net open fonvard position
or net foreign-currency position" The net underlying amount to which the Reserve

Bank is expose to exchange rate risk. The
NOFP is expressed in US dollar terms and is
defined as the sum of the net reserves (gross
gold and foreign currency reserves minus
foreign loans) of the Reserve Bank's future
obligations to deliver US dollars are not covered
by the Reserve Bank's net reserves.

""Nominal effective exchange rate
of trade-weighted index value of

the rand" The indexed exchange rate value of the rand
against a basket of currencies. The basket and
the weights of the currencies included in the
basket are based on international trade in

manufactllred goods.

International investment in all forms not covered
by direct investment and portfolio investment,
and consisting of trade credits, short-term and
long-term loans and cross-border bank deposits.

"Other foreign investment"

Asset that displays a high degree of price
correlation with another class of asset, enabling
investors to run positions in the former asset in
order to hedge positions in the latter asset class

if little or not trading in latter is possible.

"Proxy hedge asset"

The nominal effective exchange rate adjusted for

inflation differentials between South Africa and
the countries included in the basket. It gives an

indication of increased or decreases ,in South
Africa's international competitiveness. For

"Real effective exchange rate"
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example, if the nominal effective exchange rate
of the rand depreciates but prices in South
Africa and abroad stay unchanged, South
African exporters will be able to undercut their

foreign competitors.

"Repo rate" Repurchase rate of the Reserve Bank. This is
the interest rate at which !he Reserve Bank in the
ordinary course of business lends funds to South
African banks experiencing a shortage of cash.
Its level is set by the Reserve Bank's Monetary
Policy Committee, and has a strong influence on
the level of all short-tenn interest rates.

"US Treasuries" Bonds and bills issued by the United States

government.

"Volatility
(In exchange rate context)" The variability of the exchange rate. This may

refer to its variability during a particular
episode, its typical variability as demonstrated
over a long period, or its expected variability
into the future. By analysing the percentage
changes in the exchange rate from day to day (or
even intraday), market participants extract the
typical volatility of the exchange r.ate oY.er a
certain time horizon, for instance one month.
So-called one-month historical volatility
indicates by what percentage at an annual rate
the exchange rate would typically change, given
a one-month period. Statistically (for option
pricing models) it is defined as the standard
deviation in the logarithm of the exchange rate,
expressed at an annual rate.


